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Promoting the Ministry of Memory

Welcome to another issue
which will finish out the
calendar year.

I was confirmed in Wauseon. Ohio,
First Methodist Episcopal Church in
1950. I had excellent pastors, Revs
M.S. Stanforth and G.A Brown. Advent and Christmas were celebrated
superbly with both Junior and
Chancel Choirs. My memory was
that I sang in both choirs. We were
singing Advent music like,
“O
Come, O Come Emmanuel” as well
as Christmas Carols. Christmas
Eve worship was a magnificent time
in my Methodist Church in
Wauseon, Ohio. During the ministries of the Rev. Stanforth and the
Rev. Brown, I began to feel called to
Christian Ministry. By 1957 I received my first License to Preach.
There is a lot of Ministry of Memory
as I write you.

Hopefully you find something of interest and to
ponder upon.
Mostly I wanted to provide
you the information about
the loss of the Alaska expert on Methodism, Bea
Shepard. Many of you have
met her at meetings and
have a copy of the book she
did with Claudia Kelsey.
An update for the book is
planned whenever I can
find time and motivation.
Other conferences have lost
significant leaders in the
historical movement. For
Alaska Bea was our special
Number One. Whenever
you have a similar lost,
please write up a report
that can go into this newsletter.

Advent Greetings to you,
Jim Walker

Thanks, and enjoy…..
Larry Hayden, Editor
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I was reading a book the
other day and came
across the words “Mary
wanted to be a ‘Nurse on
Horseback’ for the Frontier Nursing Service.” So
another kind of Circuit
Rider! You can read more
on places like Wikipedia.org

The theme for the Alaska Federation of Natives convention in
Fairbanks this year was “We Are Our Ancestors.”

Larry Hayden, Alaska

Proquest

An advertisement for the convention from Shell Oil read: “May
the knowledge of the past guide your future.”

SOME ARCHIVAL INTERNET SITES FOR YOU TO EXPLORE
Just put the name in your Browser and they should come up

D-Space
American Methodist Project
UMAC Archives
I hope the members and friends of the
jurisdiction don't mind as I have found
some interesting named churches out
here in the West.
California-Pacific: Rancho Cucamonga
California-Nevada: McKinleyville:
Church of the Joyful Healer

GCAH.org
Wayback Machine - put in “cal-pac.org” and see what you get
OpenLibrary.org
Religion on Line
Internet Archive
DarEll T. Weist
Chair, Cal-Pac Commission on Archives and History

Soulsbyville
Tranquillity
Regards, Lyle Johnson (Arizona)

Coming in the Next Issue:


More submissions by our fellow readers



Important information of some sort.

Newsletter editor:
Larry Hayden
lhaydennjuno@gmail.com
907-330-9488
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Who is Clio?

From http://www.memphis.edu/history/clio.htm

In ancient Greek mythology Clio was one of the nine Muses, all daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne. The
Muses were thought to be the source of inspiration for the various arts.
Her older sister, Calliope, was the muse of heroic or epic poetry and probably the one Homer invoked at
the beginning of the Iliad: “Sing O Muse . . . .” Her younger sisters were associated with various other arts:
Erato with love poetry, Euterpe with music, Melpomene with tragedy, Polymnia with sacred poetry, Terpsichore with dancing and choral song, Thaleia with comedy, and Urania with astronomy.
Clio was the muse of history and therefore a kind of “patron saint” of history for modern historians.
In Greek, Clio’s name is Κλειώ, which transliterates as kleiō. It means “to make famous” or “to celebrate.”
It could argued that Clio, more than any other of the Muses, resembled her mother Mnemosyne. Mnemosyne means “remembrance,” which is one of the basic functions of the history. (The word “mnemonic,” a
technique or device — such as a string tied around the finger — to remember something derives from the
mother’s name.)
Although historians today do not believe that Clio literally puts the words in their mouths (or, more accurately, in their pens or word processors), she is still a convenient symbol for the discipline.
Traditionally, each Muse was represented in painting or statuary with something that would identify her
with the art for which she was the inspiration. Euterpe, for example, was often shown playing the flute
and Terpsichore was shown dancing while holding a lyre.
Fittingly, Clio was shown with an open scroll, which in more modern representations might be replaced by
a bound book, on which she is recording information for a succeeding generation or from which she is
reading information from a previous generation. She usually wears a laurel wreath and may be carrying a
trumpet. At the left, above, is Clio as seen by Johannes Vermeer, a 17th-century Dutch painter, where she
is the artist’s model in his painting The Allegory of Painting.
At the right is Clio as envisioned by another 17th-century painter, Pierre Mignard. Rather amusingly,
while Clio has several books scattered around her and is holding another, she is gazing skyward as if trying to find inspiration herself instead of conveying it to historians.
The most striking representation of Clio is in the National Statuary Hall in the Capitol in Washington, D.
C. The hall, just south of the Rotunda, was the meeting place for the House of Representatives from 1807
to 1857 and is sometimes called the Old Hall. Over the doorway that leads from the hall into the Rotunda
is Carlo Franzoni’s Car of History, in which Clio is shown riding in the vehicle that represents the movement of history through the ages. Clio is standing in her car (there was no Department of Transportation
rule requiring seat belts in those days), holding her traditional book of remembrance. The car is moving
along a globe which has the signs of the Zodiac on it to represent the passage of time. The wheel of her car
is a clock, which also represents the passage of time. The clock’s works were made by the famous craftsman, Simon Willard. Franzoni created the statuary in 1819, shortly before he died. He was also responsible for the sculpted figure of Justice for the Old Supreme Court Chamber.
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